2002 honda accord fuel filter

The Honda Accord was the last model of Accord to come equipped with the canister-type fuel
filter. The Honda Accord model cars built after come equipped with the fuel filter inside of the
gas tank. When the gas circulates through the fuel filter, it traps the impurities before sending
the clean gas to the fuel injectors. It is recommended that you replace the fuel filter every 30, to
40, miles. Unscrew the fuel cap from the filler neck on the fuel tank. Removing the cap from the
fuel tank will relieve most of the gas pressure from the fuel filter and the fuel lines. Locate the
black canister fuel filter. The fuel filter on the Honda Accord is located on the driver's side, rear
of the engine, under the brake master cylinder. The fuel filter is a round, black canister with a
fuel line coming out of the top and the bottom. Slide the drip pan under the vehicle in the
general area of the fuel filter to catch any gas that spills from the fuel lines and filter. Loosen
and remove the bottom fuel line from the fuel filter by holding the fuel filter with one hand and
turning the bottom fuel filter nut counterclockwise with the 14 mm open-end wrench. Once the
bottom fuel line is loose, unscrew the fuel line with your fingers. Position the bottom fuel line
toward the drip pan to so gas can drain into it. Loosen and remove the top fuel line from the fuel
filter by holding the fuel filter with one hand and turning the top banjo bolt head
counterclockwise with the 17 mm open-end wrench. Once the banjo bolt head is loose, unscrew
the bolt with your fingers. Pull the fuel line off the top of the fuel filter, and position the fuel line
to drain into the drip pan. Remove the fuel filter from the fuel filter bracket by unscrewing the
two 10 mm bolts from the fuel filter clamp with the 10 mm open-end wrench. Pull the fuel filter
out of the clamp. Place the old fuel filter into the drip pan. Slide the new fuel filter into the
clamp, and screw the bottom and top fuel lines back onto the fuel filter. Tighten both fuel lines
with the open-end wrenches. Double-check the tightness of the fuel lines to prevent the fuel
lines from sucking any air into the fuel system. Tighten the clamp back around the fuel filter
with the 10 mm open -nd wrench. Screw the fuel cap back onto the fill neck of the fuel tank until
the cap clicks. Turn the ignition to the accessory position for five seconds and then back off
again. Turn the ignition on and off two more times for five seconds. This process fills the new
fuel filter with gas and removes the air from the fuel system. Then crank the motor, and let it run
while checking the new fuel filter for gas leaks. Turn the engine off, and close the hood. Grace
Mclain has been writing professionally since Her articles have appeared on eHow. COM, and
she specializes in automotive and business topics. Step 1 Park the Honda Accord in a
well-ventilated area on a level surface. Step 2 Unscrew the fuel cap from the filler neck on the
fuel tank. Step 3 Open the hood, and secure the hood in place with the lock rod attachment.
Step 4 Locate the black canister fuel filter. Step 5 Slide the drip pan under the vehicle in the
general area of the fuel filter to catch any gas that spills from the fuel lines and filter. Step 6
Loosen and remove the bottom fuel line from the fuel filter by holding the fuel filter with one
hand and turning the bottom fuel filter nut counterclockwise with the 14 mm open-end wrench.
Step 7 Loosen and remove the top fuel line from the fuel filter by holding the fuel filter with one
hand and turning the top banjo bolt head counterclockwise with the 17 mm open-end wrench.
Step 8 Remove the fuel filter from the fuel filter bracket by unscrewing the two 10 mm bolts from
the fuel filter clamp with the 10 mm open-end wrench. Step 9 Slide the new fuel filter into the
clamp, and screw the bottom and top fuel lines back onto the fuel filter. Step 10 Tighten the
clamp back around the fuel filter with the 10 mm open -nd wrench. Step 11 Turn the ignition to
the accessory position for five seconds and then back off again. Pull the drip pan out from
under the vehicle. The canister fuel filters for the Honda Accord is a one size fits all fuel filter.
This type of fuel filter cannot be installed backwards because of the two different fuel line
connectors on the top and bottom of the fuel filter. Drip pan 14 mm open-end wrench 17 mm
open-end wrench 10 mm open-end wrench New fuel filter. No smoking or open flames around
gas. Wear protective glasses when replacing the fuel filter. Click to see full answer. Considering
this, does a Honda Accord have a fuel filter? It's a lifetime filter located in the fuel tank. No need
to replace it. Additionally, how much is a fuel pump for a Honda Accord? Or you may just be
struggling to keep it highway-approved. Estimate does not include taxes and fees. The fuel filter
is part of the fuel pump assembly and located in the fuel tank. The fuel filter is not separately
servicable. Unless you have at the very minimum of a quarter of a million miles on the car or live
in an extremely dusty environment, then there is most likely zero need to service the fuel filter.
The Honda Accord was the last model of Accord to come equipped with the canister-type fuel
filter. The Honda Accord model cars built after come equipped with the fuel filter inside of the
gas tank. It is recommended that you replace the fuel filter every 30, to 40, miles. Where is the
fuel filter located on a Honda Accord? Look for the black box with all the vacuum lines running
out of it. It is under that box. The fuel filter for models and newer is located on the rear of the
engine, driver side, near the brake master cylinder. How do I know if I need to change my fuel
filter? This could be a sign that your filter is partially clogged and on its way to being
completely dammed up. Car Won't Start. This could be caused by varying issues, and one of

them is a fuel filter problem. Shaky Idling. Struggle at Low Speeds. Car Dies While Driving. How
do you check fuel pump pressure? Hook the pressure gauge to the fuel pump test fitting. Locate
your fuel pump test point, which is usually near the fuel injectors, and locate the point at which
the pump hooks up with the filter injector rail. There should be a separation joint or a test port,
where the pressure gauge attaches. How much is a fuel pump for a Honda Accord? In case you
haven't found it, the fuel filter on the Accord is located directly below the master cylinder inside
the engine compartment. There is a banjo bolt on the top, a flare nut fitted metal brake line on
the back, and a bracket holding it in place that has two 10mm bolts in it. Where is the fuel filter
on a Honda Accord? What are the signs that your fuel filter is bad? Symptoms of a Bad Fuel
Filter Lack of engine power. An overall lack or engine power in all gears can be due to a lack of
fuel getting to the injectors. Engine stalling under strain. If you find that the engine is losing
power under hard acceleration or going up a steep incline, then it may be down to a bad fuel
filter. Random engine misfire. What are signs of bad fuel pump? Usually, a bad or failing fuel
pump will produce one or more of the following 8 symptoms that alert the driver of a potential
issue. Whining Noise From the Fuel Tank. Difficulty Starting. Engine Sputtering. Stalling at High
Temperatures. Loss of Power Under Stress. Car Surging. Low Gas Mileage. Car Will Not Start.
How often should a fuel filter be replaced? Will a new fuel filter improve gas mileage? Where is
the fuel filter on a 91 Honda Accord? A dirty fuel filter can prevent your Honda Accord from
running smoothly or even from starting. It is not designed to last for the life of the car, and is
not difficult to replace. It is located on the passenger side of the engine compartment near the
back. Does a Honda Accord have a fuel filter? Detailed Notes: This vehicle does not have an
in-line fuel filter between the fuel tank and the engine. Use this filter set when replacing the fuel
strainer located inside the fuel tank, which is the only fuel filter on this vehicle. Notes: For
California models. Have any Question? Let us answer it! Co-authors So, which is it is there a
fuel filter or not in this model of Honda, or do I need to be looking for the strainer, and if so
please clarify as to where I can find it. Thank you. Does not have one. Only the strainer in the
fuel tank which you don't routinely replace. The only time you should consider replacing the
strainer is if you actually measure low fuel pressure at the fuel rail. You should be able to see
the fuel tank and some lines comming from it heading towards the engine. The fuel filter should
look like a small soda can in one of those lines. Takes two open-end wrenches, and a bucket to
catch extra gas don't smoke while doing this Steve liketodiy. Replacing the fuel pump, fuel
regulator and plugs they all were due anyway! I finally figured out there is a fuel filter on the 98
Accord Coupe V6. It's in the plastic assembly that the pump gets mounted into. It's considered
non serviceable but mine had over k miles on it You also have to transfer the float assembly and
clips that attach the input and output hoses on top of the assembly. If you're comfortable
working on your car doing a little more than an oil change, it's actually an easy job.. There are
how tos on YouTube etc Paul Mclellan. The fuel filter on 98s is part of the fuel pump--non
serviceable item. I confirmed this with the repair shop. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index.
Dave Rep: 25 1 1. Want to change the fuel filter but don't know where it is. View the answer I
have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted
Undo. Score 2. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Barry
Rep: 79 2 1. It's a non-serviceable item for the 4 cyl. So there's just the strainer in the tank. Was
this answer helpful? Score 4. JimBlake Rep: 37 2. Score 3. Tracy Rep: 4 1. Score 1. Steve
liketodiy Rep: 13 1. After talking to mechanics and a crap load of online research. R u talking
about the strainer on the bottom of the fuel pump assembly. Paul Mclellan Rep: 1. Score 0.
Kenneth Rep: 1. Where is the fuel filter on honda accord v6. Add your answer Dave will be
eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Louis Pemjean louis. Yall ive been trying for 3 yrs to locate it
n haven't found it yet but really haven't looked i shouldn't b having to replace my pump every 6
months to a yr but i have replaced fuel pump relay erg valve all 6 spark plugs n coil packs n i
the problem im having is bout every 6 months to a yr it starts giving me problems like the
engine isn't getting enough gas to the engine its like when the car runs for a couple of hrs or
gets to normal temperature thats when it starts acting up n sometimes want crank even but if u
let it sit n cool it will crank right up like theres no problem theres got to b a filter somewhere
instead of just that strainer they calling a filter cuz im sick n tired of replacing the pump i have a
honda accord 3. L Pfaff lpfaff1. I hope this helped you out, if so let me know by pressing the
helpful button. Yip I looked it up and from what I read it was a part thats not serviceable. I
believe this fella did a good job providing this information for you. I went to O'Reilly's auto parts
today and they didn't have the fuel filter in stock and they told me that I may have to go to
Honda dealership. They also printed up an image of where the fuel filter is located. Actually it
showed that it had two filters. I wish I could take a picture of that printed image showing this
info and I hope they had the correct info of the year,make,and model of my car which is a Honda
Accord 4 cyl. Have you bought the new filter. Some cars just don't have one. Most cars do and

are between the fuel tank and the engine. Some are behind the tank depending on room. They
are most times covered by a plate and or cover and bolted to the frame. So under the car.. Some
are in the engine compartment and easy to find once you follow the fuel line. The Car stall at
time when it build up pressure let off cellerator then Mash back own celerator and the car go
and then sometime it stalls. The image on the left p. The V6 supplement section dealing with the
fuel etc only goes to p. If you having issue with getting fuel the filter and pump is 1 assembly.
Lots of cars are doing this to save on space. Screws the owner for sure. But it needs the filter
before the pump and pump is in the tank. If your pump was replaced and was dirt in the tank
they meaning shop or service person needs to completely drain and suck the tank dry to
remove any problems. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Louis Pemjean louis Rep: 37 2 1.
Honda fuel filter fix. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this
a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 3. The All-New. The high performance electronics
repair kit. Chosen Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Was this answer helpful? Score Score 1. What
may be the problem. I do all the work to my car so imma have to drop the tank n clean it. Add
your answer Louis Pemjean will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. For more information go
to Holley's Dominator Billet Fuel Filter is made from top of the line materials for improved
durability and maximum performance. About the Brand: Holley is a trusted manufacturer of fuel
systems since We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Filter part. Product Fit. Shop Honda Accord Fuel Filter. Showing 1 - 15
of 21 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: K33PF Guarante
2013 malibu repair manual
1994 accord exhaust
fog light wiring diagram toyota
ed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BEC Part Number: S Universal Fit. Part
Number: K Part Number: H Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Featured Brands. Holley
Fuel Filter Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Spectre Fuel Filter Manufacturer Beck
Arnley Fuel Filter Manufacturer Offering exceptional parts that look and perform the same as OE
parts while providing customer-driven service Feb 08, Looks good came fast. Douglas Goodsell.
Purchased on Jan 31, Dec 23, Was great. Thanks a lot the fuel filter was what I was needing , u
guys and gals was the only ones that had it, thanks , I'll be looking to doing more business with
y'all. Larry Page. Purchased on Dec 13, Dec 22, Great product. Fast shipping part fit. Betty
McDaniel. Purchased on Dec 10, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Fluid ColorWhat
Type. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

